
Absolute Insight revolutionizes healthcare payment integrity and fraud 
detection. 
Investigate, manage and empower program integrity with Absolute Insight. Navigating 
claims and building cases has never been easier now that Alivia Analytics pairs proprietary 
algorithms and user friendly artificial intelligence. A No-Code Query Builder and intuitive 
dashboards bring artificial intelligence to the masses revolutionize investigation and 
improve compliance. 

Investigate: Proprietary algorithms target outlier claims 
and display them through custom dashboards to make 
results easily consumable.  

Manage: Workflow and task managers make it easy for 
program integrity leaders to track investigations and assign 
projects to investigators, creating a comprehensive and 
productive environment for payment recovery and national 
compliance.

Overcome and outsmart fraud, waste and abuse with Absolute Insight’s advanced features 
and straightforward interface that puts program integrity in control of payment integrity. 

View outlier groups

Empower: Artificial intelligence is made accessible and 
empowers program integrity to ask the questions they 
want to get the answers they need. At the same time, it 
organizes enterprise-wide data silos for investigators to 
see the entire picture.

Build custom dashboards to unveil fraud.

Connect with us: 
www.aliviaanalytics.com
@aliviaanalytics



Discover value in data to make informed healthcare business decisions 
using powerful insights.

Alivia Analytics combines data science, analytics and usability to 
produce a powerful, comprehensive solution called Absolute 
Insight to reduce fraud, waste and abuse and improve healthcare. 

Data Science + Analytics

Alivia Data Scientists produce proprietary algorithms, using years 
of subject matter expertise to dive deeply into claims data and 
discover outliers to combat the burdens of fraud and improve 
compliance in audits. By harmonizing data silos across the enter-
prise, Alivia Analytics finds connections and relations in data and 
displays these findings produce dashboards that give program 
integrity teams the power to investigate cases and leverage 
technology. 

Medical Pros + Technical Experts

Seasoned entrepreneurs, Alivia Analytics’ roots are in revenue 
management and creating scalable business solutions that 
leverage artificial intelligence. Absolute Insight redefines the 
standard of fraud detection and lets public insurers analyze and 
prioritize claims to improve per case ROI and reduce fraud. 

Artificial Intelligence + Revenue Management


